Recycling & Site Clearance
For businesses in pursuit of zero waste technology, Ultima can help. Through
our partnership with N2S, we provide a disposal service that consistently ensures
technology waste is recycled or reused to its maximum potential. We can also offer
secure collection bins for your data centre environments, which can be branded and
transported to N2S where the data is cleansed and drives destroyed.
Recycling your IT equipment is a great way to boost your green credentials, as 0%
goes to landfill - we reuse and resell products where possible. It also helps your
organisation with both data and health & safety compliance; plus we supply a
complete audit trail to meet government, industry and security legislations.

Why do I need to recycle?
In January 2014 the EU WEEE compliance scheme became law, meaning disposal of IT and telecoms
equipment in the correct manner should be on your priority list.
However, it needn’t impact your day - depending on the scope we can collect the equipment, clear a
whole site or work with existing partners. We can complete the work out of office hours too, minimising
disruption to workplace.
Reduce your carbon footprint and become more environmentally friendly by recycling your devices
through our pioneering disposal offering, which includes:
Printed circuit board recovery
Precious metal recovery
Cable recovery
Cable granulation
Environmental compliance
Storage and inventory

Areas of Strength
Green Credentials
N2S recycle over 1000 tonnes each year with 0% going to landfill.
Corporate Social Responsibility
Use of a government-supported initiative to complete the recycling by
hand.
Full Compliance
Ensuring you are fully compliant with the EU WEEE compliance scheme
and other governance programmes.
Increase Customer Loyalty
Boost employee morale and customer loyalty by demonstrating that
you’re environmentally friendly.
Global Responsibility
Reduce the impact your business has on the world and it’s ever 		
depleting resources - this makes it even more important to support the
circular economy.
Complete Audit Trail
Full end-of-life certificates provided for all items.
Avoid the ‘Room of Doom’
Save space, reduce storage costs and avoid the safety issues that 		
surround redundant data.
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